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Project: Travel Planning Exploration
Background:
Because Foursquare is a search and discovery app, it is particularly useful in unfamiliar locations (as
when traveling!). I was tasked with better understanding the particular needs and behaviors of travelers
to learn how Foursquare can better serve this use case. I developed a project plan to hear from travelers
about their research workflows.

Research questions:
How do digital tools currently support travelers’ needs? What opportunities exist for Foursquare to
leverage its excellent database to compete in the lucrative but crowded travel space?

Method: Remote interviews
❖

❖

❖

6 remote interviews of 60 minutes each conducted over screen sharing
Participants talked about past and upcoming trips; to qualify for this project, all participants had to
have a trip planned within 6 months of the research sessions
None of the participants were Foursquare users; the interviews were entirely focused on other
travel planning services

Project: Travel Planning Exploration

Since traveling is an experience comprised of distinct phases, I structured the presentation
of findings around this 4-step flow, showing how needs evolved throughout the travel
process.

Project: Travel Planning Exploration

Someone in my running
club told me that Austin
was cooler than Dallas,
so we’re considering
that. A lot of people just
randomly
recommend
certain places, so I
started a list in notes on
my phone. My husband
has a list too.

During the “Picking a Destination” phase, I learned that some people rely on the internet to
find interesting travel destinations, while others rely more heavily on their friends to share
their past trips and provide inspiration. Since this project is very recent, the product
outcomes based on this research are still under development and I can’t share them yet
unfortunately.

Project: iPad Field Studies
Background:
In 2014, Foursquare was considering building an iPad app. Rather than porting Foursquare’s mobile or
desktop experiences to a new platform, my stakeholders tasked me with understanding the unique use
cases and behaviors around iPads so we could build amazing products that felt natural on iPads.

Research questions:
What tasks are iPads particularly well suited for, and why? In what situations do people choose to use an
iPad instead of a computer or mobile phone?

Method: Field studies
❖

8 field studies of 90 minutes each, in-context in participants’ homes

❖

All sessions took place in New York City and we spoke to people in all 5 boroughs

❖

I brought one stakeholder from design, product or engineering with me for each interview

❖

The sessions included interviews, task walkthroughs on participants’ own iPads, and a show and
tell section with concept mocks we brought with us on our iPad.

Project: iPad Field Studies

Research participants showed us their iPads during the field studies.

Project: iPad Field Studies

I learned that visual people love iPads for larger, more immersive photos. I saw positive
reactions from participants towards the photo-centric direction our designers had taken the
homepage, while also getting tactical feedback about the relative value of photos of interior
spaces compared to photos of food.

Project: iPad Field Studies

I learned that maps were much easier to use on iPads compared to phones since details on a
map are hard to read on a small screen without a lot of panning and zooming. Since
Foursquare is very location-centric, this confirmed the direction our designers had been
going with our early mockups.

Project: VeoVeo
Background:
I had an idea for a social mobile location-based app to let people play the common American childhood
game “Eye spy” using their phones. I found friends (a designer and two iOS engineers) who were
interested in this idea as well and we worked on it during nights and weekends. We launched in Apple’s
App store in February of 2014.

My responsibilities
❖

Defining the feature set for our minimum viable product

❖

Setting schedules and checking with design and engineering about milestones

❖

❖

Testing the product through every stage of its lifecycle, filing bugs with Github and choosing
which issues were launch-blocking
Managing our launch strategy, helping with customer support, writing copy, and giving design
feedback, as needed

Project: VeoVeo

Most of my contributions happened in Github: describing the desired behavior, filing bugs,
assigning tickets, and keeping all of aligned on the work still to be done.

Project: VeoVeo

I spent dozens of hours playtesting the experience. This photo shows a walk I went on with
our engineer, John Wu, to test the posting flow and the finding flow, using two phones
logged into two different accounts.

Project: VeoVeo

VeoVeo’s designer, Sabrina Majeed, and I brainstormed our visual asthetic. Unlike most mobile
games which live entirely within the world of the phone, VeoVeo is meant to be played in the real
world. We decided to use skeumorphism to minimize the screen’s role in the gameplay. After our
conversations, her final direction centered on two analog elements: vintage maps and physical
board game pieces.

Project: VeoVeo

The main view of VeoVeo is an interactive map with pins to showcase nearby discoveries.
The brown pins are the discoveries I’ve already found while the blue pins are still locked for
me. Hover states hint at the clue text for each discovery.

Project: VeoVeo

Based on feedback, we made several changes to the add flow before launch. We removed
the nav bar in this view to put more focus on the core task. We added three hints to help
people add better clues. We also centered the flow on the map, making the location-based
nature of the game more obvious.

Project: VeoVeo

After we launched in the app store, I organized a launch party to play VeoVeo in San
Francisco’s Mission District. I asked everyone to install the app beforehand and passed out
maps and instructions at the beginning of the event.

Project: #newtwitter Site Redesign
Background:
As the Twitter design team was working on a new direction for the Twitter website, the engineering team
built out quick prototypes. It was important to validate various concepts quickly, so I was brought in with
another researcher to conduct lightweight, ongoing research. While most of the projects here are my
individual work, this one was the result of a research collaboration.

Research question:
How can we re-architect Twitter to make common actions easier to do, and to make the overall
experience of Twitter more engaging and delightful?

Method: iterative rounds of usability studies
❖

Early stage prototype research

❖

8 weekly rounds of research and findings

❖

3-5 participants each round

❖

Creative explorations with stakeholders and designers based on the research

Project: #newtwitter Site Redesign

This was Twitter’s flexible, mobile research lab where my research partner and I conducted
the sessions for the project.

Project: #newtwitter Site Redesign

The designers, product managers, and engineers watch the sessions in the observation room.

Project: #newtwitter Site Redesign

Early versions of the prototype had a left nav and a tray that came out on the right.

Project: #newtwitter Site Redesign

Through research, we learned that the heavy chrome felt claustrophobic, and that the actions
weren’t important enough to people to be so prominent. We moved toward this design
during the research, which is what we launched with.

Project: Twitter Trusted Testers
Background:
Many Twitter users switch between using Twitter on computers and mobile devices. Because the
company had a priority to simplify the experience, I was brought in to understand how the redesign
would impact people as they switch between contexts. I did most of the work, but partnered with
another research on some analysis.

Research question:
How can Twitter maintain a high quality user experience while moving to consistency across different
devices?

Method: longitudinal study
❖

Remotely distributed builds of an unreleased redesign across web and mobile

❖

Initial impressions survey

❖

4 weeks of use in a natural setting

❖

Follow up survey at the end of the 4 weeks

Project: Twitter Trusted Testers

An earlier version had two levels of navigation. We found that the contextual navigation was
confusing and undiscoverable. I worked with the designers to come up with a simplified
navigation system. The version we launched with is on the right.

Project: Twitter Trusted Testers

The designs originally simplified the stream to include real names only. Since some people
know the people they follow on Twitter by username and not by their real name, we changed
the designs to include both, as you see on the right.

Project: Twitter Trusted Testers

We found that the inline expansion worked well for people. We continued in this direction
after learning that the experience was successful.

Project: Twitter Logged Out Exploration
Background:
Many people who visit pages on Twitter do not have accounts on Twitter. These people arrive through
searches or through word of mouth. We want to make sure we are serving their needs and helping them
understand the value of Twitter, to drive conversions to active users. I conducted this project on my own.

Research questions:
Broadly, how do people without Twitter accounts use technology and social services? How do they
perceive Twitter, before, during, and after an exploration of the logged out Twitter experience?

Method: home visits
❖

6 90-minute home visits

❖

Unstructured interviews

❖

Tech walkthroughs of current behaviors and services used

❖

Mix of desktop and mobile explorations

Project: Twitter Logged Out Exploration

Participant #1

-

62 year old painter, photographer, and day
trader
Uses his phone to coordinate photo shoots
Works 7 days a week; doesn’t feel he has time
for Twitter
Interested in promoting his photography on
Twitter, but hasn’t made the leap

Project: Twitter Logged Out Exploration

Participant #2

-

38 year old administrative coordinator
Passionate about motorcycles, beer, and veganism
Twitter is blocked at her office, so she’s never given it
a try
Wants to get information when she has time; feels
overwhelmed at the thought of information coming
to her when she can’t keep up

Project: Twitter Logged Out Exploration

Participant #3

-

60 year old paralegal
Cares about pets, nail polish collecting, and
neighborhood organizations
Doesn’t feel like she understands Twitter
based on the logged out experience, which
makes her feel hesitant about joining

Project: Twitter Logged Out Exploration

The findings from this
project were strategic,
and are therefore
unfortunately

Project: Visual Arts

For the past 15 years, I’ve explored visual art as a hobby.
While not obviously related to my professional life, I
believe visual art and UX Research have more in
common than meets the eye. I look for outlets for my
creativity, both within and beyond the office.
I believe that art helps me see the world for what it is, not
what it seems to be.

Project: Visual Arts

Pencil on Paper

Project: Visual Arts

Pencil on Paper

Project: Visual Arts

Etching and Drypoint

Project: Visual Arts

Linoleum Print

